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‘Get on the Ball’ raises nearly $10,000
for Children’s Miracle Network.

Brothers posing for a photo with Chancellor Chopp after she signed the ball for Children’s Miracle Network.
Brothers (from left to right) are: Ben Kanellitsas, Nick Sarnelli, Cooper Hamada, Ryder Bruce, and Charlie Canty.

IOTA ADVISORS’ UPDATE
This fall has been another great one at IOTA. We remain brotherhood of over 100 men. The brothers not
only had a successful recruitment of 27 new brothers, but completed nearly 1,000 hours of community
service, raised nearly $10,000 for Children’s Miracle Network, placed over a dozen men on the Dean’s List
last spring, have started their march to their fifth consecutive intramural championship, enhanced their
standards programs, and much more. We are very proud of our undergraduates and their successes in and
outside of the classroom.
We congratulate and thank Ben Brentin and his fellow officers and chairmen on their accomplishments during their tenure. We look forward to working with the new leadership team that will be elected this winter.
As we approach IOTA’s 100th anniversary of our founding in 1920 we are excited about our future as A
Powerhouse of Excellence at DU. We are exploring the possibility of expanding the common space at the
chapter house and improving its safety features and accessibility. Stay tuned for more details on this plan.
My thanks to all of my fellow advisors for their efforts in mentoring and supporting our undergraduates and
thanks to Jay Reano for his efforts on alumni events in Denver and Gregg Witt for those in Chicago. As
always we thank Don Reisfeld for being our editor on our An Iota’s Worth eNewsletter.
We are also thrilled that so many IOTAs are now involved as board members with the national fraternity
and foundation as well as serving as local chapter advisors for groups around the country.
These brothers are living the ritual by doing brotherhood, always. We congratulate AJ Stowell, a sophomore,
for his selection as an undergraduate Supreme Councilor with ZBT. We hope more will consider getting
involved. We wish all our brothers and their families’ happy holidays and a happy and healthy new year.
Rest assured it is GREAT TO BE A ZBT AT DU!
C, F & S,
Steve Ehrlich, Chapter Advisor and on behalf of all advisors
Assistant Chapter Advisors: Gary Berz, Michael Tracy, Scott Adams, Chris Fettig, Peter Belsky, Marc Goldenberg,
Chayce Duncan and Kyle Leigh and Faculty Advisor: Greg Grauberger
House Corporation Directors: Gary Berz, Chris Fettig, Steve Ehrlich, Zach Wallace, House Director and Advisor
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Iota’s Second Century
We Need Your Support
Iota’s storied history continues as we approach the celebration of our centennial.
Founded in 1920 at DU, Iota chapter has initiated well over 1,000 brothers. The chapter is
currently enjoying great success. It has been honored as the #1 ranked fraternity at DU over
the past several years and has been runner-up for national ZBT best chapter award aka The
Brummer Cup, for six of the past seven years.
The chapter has had over 100 brothers for the past several years.
The chapter house was built in 1959 and expanded slightly in the mid-sixties.
Based on the number of brothers in the chapter the fraternity has not been able to hold chapter
meetings, rituals, all house dinners and other all chapter events in the existing dining/common
space.
Many of you know that the chapter house is owned by DU. In the past few months we have
been working with the University on plans to improve and enlarge our house and home. The
main focus of this project will be the expansion of the dining room into a space large enough
to hold all chapter events. For safety purposes, a fire suppression system will be installed, the
main floor powder room will be made ADA compliant and the original 1959 boiler will be
replaced. The University has agreed to partially participate in this project.
More details will be circulated in the near future on this exciting project.
We hope to complete this work within the next 20 months.
We are bringing this to your attention at this time if any of you would be interested in making
an end of the year donation to DU earmarked for this project.
Donations are tax deductible (within the extent of IRS regulations).
Just click on this link to donate: http://www.du.edu/givetozbt
Similar to the last campaign, naming rights will be available to those of you who wish to make
larger donations. Please contact Steve Ehrlich at ehrlich14@aol.com for more information
about these opportunities.
Be watching for more information about this campaign and our plans to celebrate...
IOTA’s CENTENNIAL in 2019.
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BUILDING FOR OUR FUTURE
GIVE TO DU AND IOTA

Zeta Beta Tau — A Fraternity
Without Pledging Since 1989

Our thanks to those that have donated or
pledged to do so. In our efforts to continue to
improve our chapter house further improvements
are planned for this summer. You can support
this effort by giving to DU and making sure you
earmark it to ZBT Iota Renovation Fund.
To pledge on line go to:
http://www.du.edu/givetozbt
Thanks again for supporting your chapter. Please
add your name to list of Iota supporters.

26 years ago, Zeta Beta Tau made history by
becoming the first fraternity to abolish pledging
and remove all two-tier membership practices.
Today, that decision is more relevant than ever as
fraternities, sororities, colleges and universities,
and other student organizations discuss ways to
eliminate hazing practices.
For more information on this innovative program go
to: http://www.zbt.org and click The Journey tab.

Recruitment Rush
Recommendations Welcomed

ALUMNI GATHERINGS

Please send your rush recommendations to AJ
Stowell via email at: aidan.stowell@gmail.com,
Recommendations for other ZBT chapters can be
at: http://www.zbt.org/join-a-chapter/recruitmentrecommendation.html

Thanks to Jay Reano for his efforts in keeping the
bonds of brotherhood alive and well in Denver.
Every third Thursday local alumni meet for lunch.
We share stories, mostly lies, about the past and
catch up on current events. We are hoping more
local alumni will join us, contact Jay via email:
jreano@comcast.net for more information.
Why not consider doing this in your city?
Contact Steve Ehrlich: ehrlich14@aol.com and he’ll
get you contact information for alumni in your area.

ZBT Heritage Photos
including Old Composites
We’ve updated the Iota website with ZBT and PSD
composite photos from yesteryear. Go to
www.duzbt.com then click on Alumni then click
on Heritage photos http://www.duzbt.com
or click on this direct web link:
http://tinyurl.com/p3dg8gl
Like us on Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/ZBTiota

DU vs CC Hockey Game
We have a block of tickets for the DU vs. CC hockey game to be played outside at Coors Field on Feb.
20th. We may be able to get more tickets. If interested please contact Steve at ehrlich14@aol.com.
Stay tuned for info our pre-game tailgating plans.

1973 Masquerade Party (l to r): Richard Smith, Steve Adler, Kappy, Susie Bromberg,
Don & Fran Reisfeld; 2nd row: Judy Behn, Bob Peters, Jill Meltzer, Karen Nadler,
John Meltzer; 3rd row (standing): Jimmy Dorfman, Jeff Meltzer and Roger Heuberger

1970 IOTA Chapter wins the Brummer Cup Left to right: Richard Wells,

ZBT National President, Steve Abrams ‘70 and Chancellor Maurice Mitchell
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It’s Great to be a ZBT Advisor
This feature highlights chapter and colony advisors who live the Credo and work hard for the
Good & Welfare of their chapters/colonies and the Fraternity.

From Zeta Beta Tau’s
Good and Welfare
November Edition 2015
Iota Chapter Advisory Board
University of Denver
ZBT has a growing focus on creating successful, thriving advisory boards to support our chapters
in all areas.
In 2015, the Iota Chapter’s advisory board was named the Maxwell Hyman Award for
Outstanding Advisor/Advisory Board for its cohesive, comprehensive support of the University
of Denver brotherhood, after the International Awards Committee changed the structure of
the award nomination process slightly to allow for the nomination of an advisory board unit
as a whole, alongside individual advisors, in the spirit of our new comprehensive focus.
The nine-member board serving as advisors to the Iota Chapter at the University of Denver
specialize in all areas that lead to chapter success — programming, finance, housing, heritage,
community service, recruitment and more. These men put in countless hours to improving the
Iota Chapter and to supporting the undergraduate and alumni brothers. Every Executive Board
officer or undergraduate chairman has an advisor assigned to work with him, and the advisors
hold quarterly training seminars for existing officers and training for incoming officers.
The undergraduate leaders of the chapter say they appreciate the almost daily contact from
the advisors and could not be more thankful for all their assistance.
The Iota Chapter advisory board includes:
Peter H. Belsky, Iota (University of Denver) ’08, Assistant Chapter Advisor; Gary L. Berz, Iota
(University of Denver) ’70, Assistant Chapter Advisor; William C. Duncan, Iota (University of
Denver) ’13, Assistant Chapter Advisor; Past International President Stephen P. Ehrlich, Esq.,
Iota (University of Denver) ’70, Chapter Advisor; Christopher J. Fettig, Iota (University of
Denver) ’11, Assistant Chapter Advisor; Greg Grauberger, Faculty Advisor; Kyle J. Leigh, Iota
(University of Denver) ’09, Assistant Chapter Advisor; Dr. Michael B. Tracy, Alpha Delta
(University of Southern California) ’97, Assistant Chapter Advisor; Zachary N. Wallace, Iota
(University of Denver) ’15, Assistant Chapter Advisor and Scott Adams and Mark Goldenberg
as Assistant Chapter Advisors.
The board also works with a
strong house corporation:
Gary Berz, Chris Fettig and
Steve Ehrlich serve as House
Corporation directors.
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Grads vs Undergrads Annual Football
Game and Chicago Alumni Dinner...

Alumni/Undergrad Highlights
The annual Brothers versus alumni football game turned out to be yet another
outstanding victory for the alumni. We
had great weather, lots of fun, and lots
of friendly competitiveness.

ALUMNI WIN AGAIN 44-16
Our annual touch football game vs. Undergraduates was held at
Observatory Park on Sunday Oct. 25th at 10:00 a.m. and was followed
by brunch at the NY Deli.
Behind the strong arm of Nick Miscioscia the alumni handling
defeated a spirited group of undergraduates in the 2015 Alumni vs.
Undergraduate touch football game. Thanks to all the alumni that
came to play especially the season veterans: Rick Sapkin, Mike
Kaplan, Keith Frankl and Steve Ehrlich. Gary Berz kept us all in line
as referee. Please note that it was the young alumni that made the
difference! Cunning and guile can only go so far.

Chicago Annual Dinner

Mile High Visit

Left to right: Gregg Witt, Gary Wolfson, Don Luster, Jeff Gerchenson,
Scott Jacobs, and Bruce Balonick.

Gregg Witt making a ‘Mile High’ visit with
Kappy, Keith and Steve.
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Bruce Saiber Memorial
Iota Chapter Education Fund
concepts in Denver, Miami, Palm Springs and Los
Angeles.
In order to ensure there are funds available for
current and future generations of ZBT Iota brothers to attend and benefit from the ZBT leadership
programs, we must continue to grow the Bruce
Saiber Memorial/Iota Chapter Education Fund
with the Zeta Beta Tau Foundation. Your taxdeductible gifts to the Foundation will be applied
to the Fund and will be used exclusively for Iota
DU brother leadership education. Please click the
web link below to access the Foundation’s online donation page, follow the directions and
select the Bruce Saiber Memorial/Iota Chapter
Education Fund from the drop-down list of funds.
Thank you in advance for supporting the Zeta
Beta Tau Foundation and the Bruce Saiber
Memorial/Iota Chapter Education Fund.
https://securedonations.omegafi.com/apps/secu
redonationsdesktop/zetabetatau/templates/zbt_
donations_display.php

The Zeta Beta Tau Foundation provides academic
scholarship awards and, through grants to ZBT,
funding for the Fraternity’s educational leadership
programs. Iota Chapter has benefited greatly from
both programs over the years. The Bruce Saiber
Memorial / Iota Chapter Education Fund with the
Zeta Beta Tau Foundation has enabled Iota
Chapter to send more than the Fraternity-required
number of delegates to the leadership programs
thus helping them to become better chapter and
campus leaders as well as helping prepare them to
be leaders in their communities after graduation
from DU.
Bruce Saiber aka "Uncle Brucie" Iota (University of
Denver) ‘67 was a leader throughout his life. He
was a leader in Iota Chapter as an undergraduate
brother and as an alumnus, serving as Chapter
Advisor. After graduating from the University of
Denver School of Hotel Administration, Bruce
served on the National Staff of Phi Sigma Delta
Fraternity. Bruce went on to develop restaurant

Gift of Life Registry Program
The brothers after they swabbed their cheeks to be potential
candidates for a bone
marrow transfer. This
program was led by the
DU representative of
Gift of life, Alex hill who
is located on the far
right in the red shirt
and glasses.
# GetSwabbed
# savinglives
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‘Get on the Ball’ raises nearly $10,000
for Children’s Miracle Network.

We stopped by Chancellor
Chopp’s office so she
could get on the ball!
Our national fundraising
campaign for Children’s
Miracle Network raised
nearly $10,000!

Here's how to donate... Click on web link below:
http://www.zbtgetontheball.com/faf/search/searchTeamPart.asp?ievent=1122573&lis=1&kntae112257
3=F1A177619F2A4769AEADECF535DF4A5A&team=6557907
For alumni, click on General Get On The Ball Team Donation and donate.
All the parents need to do is scroll down to their son’s name and click to donate. Thank you!
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ZBT IOTA Recruitment & Initiation

Now that fall recruitment is behind us, we would like to introduce our newest class of 27 brothers!
It’s great to be a Zeeb, and go Iota!

A crowded porch during fall recruitment 2015.

There’s nothing better than Sunday morning bagels
and lox. Thanks for the delivery Rabbi!

The 2015 ZBT Broomball intermural champions
posing for a photo after the winning game!
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Report from: ZBT’s Executive Director
As we begin the calendar academic year, we have a lot to look forward to as an organization. We have officially launched our
new “Brotherhood for a Lifetime” strategic plan that will, without a doubt, continue to make ZBT a better and bigger fraternity.
Below is a glimpse into the new plan and what you can expect throughout this first year.

Undergraduate Training
Refine our development initiatives for undergraduate brothers. Clarify how the trainings build skills that last well beyond the
undergraduate experience (especially by creating more opportunities for alumni to share their experiences with students).
Drive greater excitement about and consistency in the usage of training/development initiatives by improving their relevance,
clarity and connection to learning outcomes.
Some of the plans in 2016 you can expect…
• The launch of “Compass” – an interactive online education program geared toward the development of all brothers,
officer training/certification, peer sharing, and more
• Overhauled regional “Dover Days” program more focused on relationship building, ZBT pride, and idea sharing with peers
• Provide more effective customized officer training for chapter and colony leaders
• Amplify the relationship with Jewish Women International to take an even more aggressive stance on ending sexual
violence on college campuses

Heritage Initiative
Mindful of our mission and heritage, amplify our chapter training and support to further enable our brothers to champion
diversity and meaningfully impact their local Jewish communities and Jewish communities around the world.
Some of the plans in 2016 you can expect…
• In partnership with other Greek organizations, ZBT will take the lead in coordinating valuable training to assist our brothers
and communities in actively addressing anti-Semitism and hate on college campuses
• Expand ZBTs Israel Advocacy program to include more undergraduates and alumni in training opportunities
• Create an official “Alternative Spring Break” program that allows brothers to impact a local community while exploring
the founding roots of the Fraternity in New York City

Chapter Expansion/Retention
Reach 6,000 undergraduate brothers by building a stronger, more sustainable network of chapters by being more selective
with our chapter launch strategy and by bolstering our support for existing chapters.
Some of the plans in 2016 you can expect…
• Intentionally focused expansion creating chapters on campuses that are sustainable to ZBTs future such as
Muhlenberg College, Franklin & Marshall College, Columbia University, the University of Michigan, and more
• Redefine recruitment strategies for chapters & colonies to continue evolving to more values-based programs and conversations
• Introduce new systems for existing chapters and colonies to use to better track student interest

Alumni Experience
Launch a comprehensive alumni relations program that begins during the undergraduate years encompassing professional
development, chapter engagement, and fellowship. Recognizing the centrality of alumni to both Fraternity and Foundation,
success with this initiative depends on collaboration and communication between the organizations.
Some of the plans in 2016 you can expect…
• Increased staff presence working specifically with alumni as we better advance “Brotherhood for a Lifetime”
• Added support for alumni associations as they seek to engage more alumni in meaningful experiences
• More focused chapter advisor recruitment, retention, and recognition programs for those men who have volunteered
their time with our chapters and colonies
In addition to the areas above, the Fraternity will continue working closely with the Zeta Beta Tau Foundation as we collaborate
on ways to work together toward reaching the goals of both organizations. We’re also working on developing new and innovative
ways to reach our brothers across the globe using a more advanced technology system to ensure that no matter where our
brothers may live that they always feel connected to ZBT.
It’s going to be a great year and we look forward to the many alumni interested in giving their time, talent, or treasure as we
build a strong tomorrow for the tens of thousands who consider it “Great to be a ZBT!”
Cordially, Fraternally, and Sincerely,

Laurence A. Bolotin, Alpha Zeta (Florida) ‘01
Executive Director
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Letter from the President

Vice-Presidents

Iota has once again seen a great start to another
year. With 24 of our juniors studying all across the
globe, we kept at it in Denver and welcomed in 27
new brothers to the chapter this fall. Through
quality education and brotherhood programming
thus far, this has been quite the successful beginning to another great year. With fundraising efforts
still ongoing, we have raised over $8,500 and
have no doubt we will soon surpass our goal of
$10,000 for the Children’s Miracle Network. VP
Robert Roetzel, as executive coordinator, has
been hard at work planning the first ever DU
Dance Marathon (“DU Dance-a-thon”), sponsored
by ALL of DU Greek Life, which will support the
Andrew McDonough B+ Foundation, taking place
January 29th. And on that note, the Iota brotherhood has grown by one more this year in welcoming in Melvin, through the B+ Hero program.
Melvin is in 6th grade, loves basketball, and is a
survivor of osteosarcoma. We are thrilled to have
been given this opportunity and have enjoyed the
time spent with Melvin so far. On a personal note,
it is a bittersweet moment to be writing my last
Iota’s Worth as president. On behalf of the entire
executive board, it has been an honor to serve
this great chapter over the last year. I am looking
forward to passing the baton in February, hoping
the chapter is left in a better place, confident that
the next group in charge will take Iota to even
greater heights. Good better best, never let me
rest, until my good is better and my better is best.
Go Iota!
C, F & S,
Ben Brentin
President of Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity, Iota Chapter

Fall quarter was a strong one for the Powerhouse of
Excellence. With the initiation of another group of
eager, high caliber young men, the existing members of Iota chapter sought to show the newcomers
what it means to be the number one house on campus. Our social provided many occasions for brotherhood bonding and relaxation from the classroom
as we held two exchanges with sororities and many
other events. That being said, academics were
revamped to provide more rewards for our high
achieving members and assistance through a new
study regime. Our community service involvement
was one of our strongest yet, taking our brothers
from tabling for various charities to cleaning up
mountain trails and helping with marathons. In
preparation for the upcoming ZBTahiti this spring,
the brothers of Iota chapter made huge strides, signing renowned artist Waka Flocka Flame. Keep your
eyes open for tickets because they will be going
fast! If we are not dominating in the classroom,
social scene or in the community, we’re probably
dominating on the fields. Athletics took another
huge stride in repeating as overall intramural champions as we performed strongly in University and
Greek sports. It was with great pride that I acted as
External Vice President and just as a member of this
great brotherhood this quarter because one thing
was evident; regardless of the area, we were and
look to continue being a powerhouse of excellence.
It sure is great to be a Zeeb!
C, F & S,
Alexander Hill
External Vice President
The internal committees have been hard at work
to create the best fraternity environment possible.
Thanks to the hard work and leadership of the
chairs we have not only maintained the high level
of performance we expect, but surpassed that in
our pursuit of exellence. Of the many achievements we have accomplished this year it is especially important to note the expansion of the BDD
program over the last few weeks. Chair Jake
Lotwin has done great things with the program
and we couldn't be more thankful for him.
Additionally, AJ Stowell has won chair of the quarter for the internal committees. His hard work in
recruitment, heritage, and coordinating with our
B+ Hero has made a huge impact on the fraternity. I want to thank them and all of my chairs for
the hard work they have put in over the quarter.
C, F & S,
Robert Roetzel
Internal Vice President
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Parent/Alumni Relations

Brotherhood Development

This year, alumni and parent relations has been
trying to be as productive as possible to keep our
relations strong. Starting with parents weekend,
we had a house full of brothers and their parents
to attend the desert ceremony we hosted. After
the homecoming hockey game, brothers and
their parents stopped by the house for some
treats and guest speakers to learn more about
our organization and what we’re about. In addition, much work has been done to improve alumni relations. Whether this was through gaining
contact information for graduated brothers, or
events such as poker night and alumni versus
active brothers football, we pride ourselves on
building and maintaining a strong relationship
with everyone. We also try to provide information
about alumni to our active brothers as well, as
they look up to these brothers for guidance and
help if the two have possibly a similar field of
study, or aspiring employment fields. The work
we do here will hopefully benefit brothers not
only in their college years, but hopefully for many
years to come after school.
C, F & S,
Jake Michelotti
Alumni/Parental Relations Chairman

What can I say about this quarter of brotherly
development that has not already been said about
the wheel, sliced bread, and the moving sidewalk?
Our goal this quarter was simple: establish the
strongest brotherhood on campus once again.
Why? Because our great president told us that ZBT
has the strongest brotherhood on campus and as
his brothers we must make him proud.
We as a committee felt that our brothers needed to
be given more opportunity to enjoy the fruits of our
fraternity through various outings and events.
Some of these events were food related, others
were active, but regardless, the main focus of all of
these events was to turn friends into family. Our
proudest moment of the quarter was undoubtedly
Bros-giving; a wonderful spectacle of hungry young
gentlemen, stressed from finals week being greeted by a glorious smorgasbord of Kentucky Fried
Chicken and a disgusting amount of gravy. While
that meal sat heavy in the brothers’ stomachs the
next day, fewer times has it been better to be a
Zeeb than when you get to enjoy the little moments
this when times are tough.
With fresh snow on the ground, BDD sees a fresh
opportunity to foster stronger brotherhood. Come the
winter quarter, we have ever more events coming to
bring the family closer together than ever before.
C, F & S,
Jake Lotwin
Brotherhood Development Chairman

Academics
As Academics Chair for Iota, I oversee brothers’
grades and their academic progress throughout
the quarter, working closely with those brothers
who do not meet our GPA standard of 2.75 in a
given term. The committee holds weekly study
table sessions open to all brothers, and academic
improvement plans are also put in place for those
brothers who do not achieve our standard. Iota
continues to boast one of the highest chapter
GPAs on the University of Denver campus, and the
committee was proud to see the number of brothers on academic probation decrease by half
between the Spring and Fall quarters of 2015. The
chapter continues to work hard to establish itself
as the top academic fraternity on campus, and we
have seen a tremendous effort from all our brothers to improve their own grades and in doing so
improve the fraternity as a whole. We are optimistic as the 2015-2016 school year moves forward, and cannot wait to see just how much
progress we as a chapter can make!
C, F & S,
Tyler Irani
Academics Chairman

Risk Management
Iota chapter’s Risk Management team continues to
impress, with each brother taking turns being sober
driver and/or sober brother during the weekend
nights. We practice and preach the principal of
“being your brother’s keeper.” Through the leadership of our fraternities’ executive board and the
sound risk management techniques practiced
throughout the entire brotherhood, we strive for
this every day. The new freshmen are immediately
taught what it means to be your brother’s keeper,
as well as the importance of sober team. The men
on risk management committee are determined to
keep Iota running smoothly and out of trouble!
C, F & S,
Alec Finley
Risk Management Chairman
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Community Service

Philanthropy

The start of the school year also signaled the start
of the community service season, with the brothers
of Iota giving back to the community in many ways.
Iota brothers helped overwhelmed freshmen-and
their overstressed parents-move into the freshmen
dorms on move in day on a gorgeous Sunday
morning. Brothers also helped clean hiking trails in
Golden, Colorado one Saturday afternoon, helping
keep nature clean and enjoyable for their fellow citizens. And alongside the hard work of the
Philanthropy committee, Iota brothers spent many
hours tabling and drumming up support and donations for this year’s Get On The Ball campaign.
Overall, this quarter was a great success, and we’re
looking forward to another successful quarter
come January.
C, F & S,
Nick Sarnelli
Community Service Chairman

DO CHARITY. Always!

DENVER

Finishing off the 2014/2015 year strong with
Philanthropy, ZBT Iota searched to continue its
momentum into fall 2015. Our anual ‘Get On
The Ball’ Philanthropic event, aiming to raise
money for the Children’s Miracle Network and
children’s cancer research, kicked off with a bang
with huge campus wide and brotherhood support. As of December 1st, this year’s event has
raised nearly $9,000 with a year long goal of over
10K. This Winter Quarter, we are excited to
announce that Brother Robert Roeztal, Senior
and Vice President, is spearheading the first
annual DU Dance Marathon — a campus wide
dance marathon aiming to raise money the B+
foundation. Though we as a brotherhood believe
strongly in our ability to make a difference, its
brothers like Rob who continually exceed expectations. Though this is a flagship event for DU,
our expectations and excitement remain high.
Zeta Beta Tau, Iota chapter in particular, has had a
long standing history with its philanthropic support,
often raising some of the highest annual funds for
our philanthropic partners than any other ZBT chapter nationwide and Fraternity on the University of
Denver campus. As the years progress, we are
determine to continue this trend and wholeheartedly believe that we can make a difference for those
who are less fortunate.
Great to be a Zeeb.
C, F & S,
Ben Kanellitsas
Philanthropy Chairman

Athletics
Sports are life! We had a good season this fall,
winning broom-ball once again, and also participating in volleyball, soccer, and flag football. The
flag football team had an unfortunate upset in the
championship game, but they have the right
mind set to come out and win a championship
next season. This Iota chapter is focused on the
winter season and is getting mentally prepared to
win the Greek athletics championship as always.
Winter sports are approaching soon. With our towering new initiate class, we expect to win basketball
by a large margin, and nothing can stop the broomball team as always. As well as these intramural
sports, many brothers are excited for the mountains this year with much snow expected.
As well as the intramural sports this past fall, we
also implemented the first annual ZBT pool tournament which was followed by our winners,
Andrew Deslodge and Corey Dubray, getting their
pictures framed next to our pool table as well as
receiving winnings of $50.00 each. Next quarter
were holding a street hockey tournament as well
as a basketball tournament at our house to get
more brothers involved. Excited for the rest of
the year to come.
C, F & S,
Charlie Canty
Athletic Chairman

Our Rituals
This fall we were happy to initiate 27 new members
to our brotherhood. For initiation ritual our advisors
were able to attend. During retreat, new brothers
were able to connect through old brothers stories
and experiences. The rituals of ZBT Iota are continuing to bring out brotherhood closer together. As is
a ZBT tradition we start each meeting with a reading from our Ritual. In planning our programming
we are mindful that it should bring our ritual to life.
C, F & S,
Josh Lansky
Rituals Chairman
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NEW BROTHERS STRENGTHEN
OUR BROTHERHOOD

Ben Brentin
Robert Roetzel
Alex Hill
Ryder Bruce
Luke Shubin
Christian Nielsen

Becco, Blake
Beladino, Parker
Boyle, Perry
Burke, Joe
Buttrick, Lincoln
Cederstrand, Avery
Clark, Cameron
Daniel, Whit
Davis, Madison
Dubray, Cory
Figge, Roger
Freud, Connor
Friedman, Jordan
Kaplan, David
Lasin, Geoffrey
Mackay, Connor
Madigan, Aaron
Matter, Henry
Meyer, Matthew
Morelock, Chance
O’Brien, Luke
Pasco, Keagen
Payson, Tyler
Scott, Drew
Smith, Max
Stoszek, John
Zakari, Kyle

ZBT Chairs:
Academics: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tyler Irani
Athletics: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chuck Canty
Brotherhood Development: . . . . Jake Lotwin
Community Service: . . . . . . . . . . Nick Sarnelli
House Manager: . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nick Sarnelli
Philanthropy: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ben Kanellitsas
Parent and Alumni Relations: . . . Jake Michelotti
Provost: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Connor Haas
Public Relations:. . . . . . . . . . . . . Adam Segall
Recruitment: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry Wurst
Risk Management: . . . . . . . . . . . Alec Finley
Rituals: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Will McDermott
Social: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jordan Haney
Traditions: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jack Poole
Andy Haas House Photographer . Drew Carey
IFC / Campus Coordinator . . . . . Eli Rovit
Heritage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AJ Stowell &
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Austin Oberfeld
House Steward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Adam Segall

Colorado Springs, Colorado
New Canaan, Connecticut
Sun Valley, Idaho
Winnetka, Illinois
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania
Tacoma, Washington
Pleasanton, California
Eugene, Oregon
Hudson, Wisconson
St. Louis, Missouri
Ketchum, Idaho
Boston, Massachusetts
Deerfield, Illinois
Scottsdale, Arizona
Chicago, Illinois
Englewood, New Jersey
Boise, Idaho
Normal, Illinois
Littleton, Colorado
Centennial, Colorado
Libertyville, Illinois
Concord, Massachusetts
Littleton, Colorado
Littleton, Colorado
Chicago, Illinois
Renton, Washington
Orlando, Florida

Dean’s List Spring 2015

Our House

Ben Brentin
Sam Bibbey
Cole Caulkins
Henry Crawford
Andrew Daniels
Josh Davis
Andrew Desloge
Danny Henderson

This fall quarter, our sophomore class and
President, Ben enjoyed each other’s company
every single day, from late August to late
November. In that stretch of time, the house has
become a home, a place for both work and play.
Any given day there will be at least two brothers
doing homework in the kitchen, two playing pool,
another watching TV, and the odd man doing
laundry. The house has definitely developed its
own culture and rhythm. While we all enjoy
spending time with our family for six weeks over
break, we also can’t wait to get back to living in.
C, F & S,
Nick Sarnelli
House Director
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Ryan Huning
Tyler Irani
Dominic Italia
Ben Kanellitsas
Holden Lewis
Ben McAllister
Josh Meister
Zach Wallace
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Iota Chapter
Alumni News

I am a featured lecturer at a continuing education seminar. This is the second one this year. We have remodeled
our house. Our daughter is doing well at CSU. Her horse
gives her lots of support. And we support the horse. My
wife is healthy and happy and likes remodeling the
house. I look forward to skiing this winter. Hope that's
enough news.
email: kfrankl@aol.com

Martin Chernoff ’63
It's official. I have retired from both Tracks Nightclub
and EXDO Event Center to pursue my love of traveling.
Kay and I plan to take two or three cruises every year
and will also be driving around the country. To all my
brothers from the early 60s, don't be surprised if your
phone rings and I'm in your town.
email: MChernoff@aol.com

Ken Jacobs ’80

Marc Nathanson ’67

I’m a Physical Therapist at CRMC (HCA) in Tallahassee
Florida. Sharon and I started a business called
Tapsnap1172 in Tallahassee. It is a Phototainment business that is an upgrade to the old style Photo Booths.
You can view us on Facebook at Tapsnap1172 or website at http://www.TapSnap1172.com.
Promoted to Captain in the Civil Air Patrol. Promoted to
Deputy Commander of the Tallahassee Squadron.
Honored for 20 years of service to HCA.
email: Kenjac858@comcast.net

Jane Fallek Nathanson (DU '67) and I have seven grandchildren and an eighth on the way. Our main business is
real estate. I recently had dinner with Gene Block,
Chancellor UCLA and Janet Napolitano, President of UC
system, to discuss anti-Semitism on UC campuses.
I am on the Board of the East West Center in Honolulu,
appointed by then Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton.
This January, I become co-chair of Pacific Council for
International Policy and I am Vice-Chair of National
Democratic Institute for International Affairs (NDI). Both
East West Center and NDI are largely US government
funded. The chair of NDI is Madeleine Albright, who
father was a teacher of mine at DU (Joseph Korbel).
email: JaneMarc@aol.com

Meyer J. Persow ’80
Senior Budget Analyst, City of Sunrise Florida (retired
from Federal government). Moved to Ft. Lauderdale last
February and love it. Great to finally be out of the snowbelt. Recently adopted a deaf Australian Shepherd that
was abandoned in Southern Maryland when he was 1
day old. Also found out that two of my cousins are also
Zeebs. I've become very active in the ZBT Alumni
group here in Southern Florida, even meeting some
fellow Iota brothers who graduated before me. Also
helping the brothers at Lynn University any way I can
with career counseling and job searches.
email: MPersow@aol.com Also on Facebook.

Ronnie Weinstein ’65
Semi-retired and living in New York City, eastern Long
Island and Boynton Beach, Florida. Married 43 years to
my wife Sheryl, our son Eric, 40 years old, daughter-inlaw Jeanne, and granddaughter Leah 18 months.
email: RonniewBoltex@aol.com

Steve Newman ’73
I own Performance Source Inc. We negotiate discounts
on business debts. The most exciting news for 2015 is
my daughter, Melissa, married a wonderful man by the
name of Ben Burke. The wedding was in May and was
fantastic…Lots of love, laughs and happiness. My son,
Scott, is Executive Assistant/Jr. Publicist to Steven
Huvane of Slate PR in Hollywood, California.
email: snewman@psi1963.com

Craig “Murray” Mason ’88
I work for Microsoft as an Account Technology Strategist
(ATS) working with State and Local Government customers in Colorado and New Mexico. I help these customers with their adoption of Microsoft Cloud technology such as Azure, Office 365, and Windows 10.
I’m working with my daughter Sarah to have her become
a CEO at age 11 and to sell her own line of Oh No You
Didn’t (ONYD) t-shirts and handbags. Please feel free to
reuse ONYD on social media and texting in the same way
you might use LOL! My other daughter Ella is 8 and her
advanced soccer team went 8-0 for the entire CY15 Fall
season. My wife Cindy consults with Disney Travel and
helps folks plan out their cruises and visits to Disney
World and Disney Land.

Gregg Witt ’77
My oldest son Zach was married to Emily Taub on
November 14th. The wedding was held in Chicago.
email: Gregg.Witt@cbre.com

Keith Frankl ’78
I am happy to report I made a donation in the amount of
$2000 this should make its way to ZBT IOTA Chapter via
DU. My law practice is now located in Greenwood Village.
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Iota Chapter Alumni News
I’ve been flying Cessna’s and Pipers out of Centennial
Airport in Colorado and I’m very close to completing my
FAA Private Pilot certificate.
After 15 years we recently moved into a beautiful new
home, 8 blocks from our previous address J - we love
Lone Tree Colorado for its location and great neighbors.
email: cmason@masontechnology.com

Whitney and I, my girlfriend of six years, got engaged
in Lake Tahoe in July. We are busy planning the wedding for next June and our rehearsal dinner will be at
the chapter house! Just kidding, Whitney nixed that
idea, but it will be at the HRTM building on campus.
email: Prescott.adams1@gmail.com

Brandon Antin ’08

Marc Goldenberg ’13

I’m the Director of Innovation at VCA.
I just got married to my beautiful wife, Alexis Antin who
I dated when I was in college at DU and then reconnected seven years later. ZBT Iota founding fathers (Matt
Landes, Ibrahim Al-Murjan and Alex Zorensky) and brothers (Alex Plotkin) were groomsmen of mine on that special day. We currently live in Los Angeles, California.
Recently left my Leadership Development MBA program
at Bank of America to start a new Innovation department
at VCA Animal Hospitals. The purpose of this department is to create an environment that can unlock the
minds of our employees to be creative as we search and
discover for new ways to improve the lives of pets and
their families.
email: Brandon.Antin@VCA.com

Graduated Cum Laude. I own and operate my own
insurance and financial services practice called Steele
Creek Insurance. Exciting news… just moved to a
brand new apartment at University and Hampden.
email: Marc.Goldenberg08@gmail.com

Prescott Adams ’12

News about you...
for the next An Iota’s Worth
Please send us news about you and your family
for the next AN IOTA’S WORTH. Please include
your name, year of graduation, e-mail along with
an update on you and/or your family to Steve at:
ehrlich14@aol.com
Thanks!

Chris Fettig ’11
I have been with Deloitte since September 2012 and am
currently an Audit Senior in the Aerospace & Defense
Industry. My wife Abbi and I just recently moved to the
Washington DC area from Denver. We're excited about
the new opportunities with Deloitte that I have out here
and to explore a new part of the country.
email: cjfettig88@gmail.com

IOTA Website & Facebook

LOOKING FOR ZBT GEAR
We’ve revamped the website for Iota. New design
includes over 90 years of Iota’s history at DU. The
site is more interactive, intuitive, and permanent
than the previous site... focusing on recruits, parents and alumni, we know the website will become
a greater portal for our family to gather and learn
about Iota’s values and accomplishments. Visit:
http://www.duzbt.com
Our new Facebook page has been updated as well:
http://www.facebook.com/ZBTiota
Iota’s overall calendar and recruitment events
schedule are implemented automatically. Design
matches our website, creating a more cohesive and
memorable look and feel. Visit Zeta Beta Tau at the
University of Denver. http://www.duzbt.com
C, F & S,
Adam Segall

http://www.greekgear.com/zebeta.html

LOST BROTHER LIST
If your recognize the name of your lost brother
(see pages 16-19) and have their contact info,
please forward to Steve Ehrlich at:
ehrlich14@aol.com
Thanks!
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HELP US FIND OUR LOST ALUMNI
We are working closely with the University of Denver to update our alumni list.
We are in need of e-mail addresses for the following alumni.
If you have any of these please send them to Steve Ehrlich at: ehrlich14@aol.com
To update your records with DU click on the web link below:
https://securelb.imodules.com/s/1150/interior2013/index.aspx?sid=1150&gid=1001&pgid=3
&cid=40&returnurl=https%3a%2f%2fsecurelb.imodules.com%2fs%2f1150%2finterior2013%2findex.aspx%3fsid%3d1150%26gid%3d1001%26pgid%3d95%26cid%3d271#_ga=1
.160135357.1099627392.1437962751
to do likewise for ZBT please click on the web link below:
http://www.zbt.org/alumni/update-your-contact-information.html
If you are not receiving communications from ZBT and Iota Chapter it is because we do
not have your correct e-mail address, please update your records so we can stay in touch.
Lost Brother

Year Initiated

Lost Brother

Year Initiated

Abrams, Loryn T.
Acker, Scott
Ackerman, Howard M.
Adams, Brian C.
Allen, Jeffery P.
Alterman, Allan D.
Anderson, Mark R.
Archer, John E.
Asch, Kenneth S.
Axler, Allan S.
Bach, Leo T.
Bain, Victor
Bartz, Granton E.
Berger, Barry M
Bernard, Andrew Patrick
Berry, Leonard L.
Bibliowicz, Tommy P
Block, Elliot S.
Blumenthal, Elliot
Botwinick, Michael G.
Brereton, Robert S.
Brodsky, David M.
Brody, Robert D.
Brooks, Michael B.
Brunengraber, Charles M.
Canges, E. Michael
Cann, Steven W.
Caplan, Reuben
Charles, J.

–
1978
–
–
–
–
–
1980
–
–
––

Cohan, Ernest
Cohen, Dave B.
Cohen, Louis L
Cohen, Milton
Cohn, Mark D.
Cook, Albert H.
Cook, William S.
Cooper, Charles O.
Cooper, Kevin
Coppel, Claude P.
Cowden, Richard R.
Davidson, Raymond M.
Davis, Daniel M.
Davis, James R.
Davis, Peter B.
Dayton, John J
DeAragon, Cameron P
Delatorre, Paul A.
Delevan, Shane E.
Delwitt, Merill
Derade, Jeff P.
Devlin, Steven E.
Dewitt, Merrill
Dorfman, James
Eber, Alan S.
Edwards, David C.
Eisenberg, Bruce M.
Elinoff, Joseph J.
Epstein, Alvin K.
Eskanos, Melvin R.

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1987
–
1988
–
1987
1987
–
2009
2007
1988
1988
–
1978
1981
–
–
–
1980
–
–
–
–

1988
–
2007
–
2006
–
–
–
1987
–
–
–
–
–
1987
–
–
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Lost Brother

Year Initiated

Lost Brother

Year Initiated

Ettenberg, Irving
Feldhamer, Gerald
Feldman, Milton S.
Feldstein, Hyland L.
Felsen, Donald L.
Finkelstein, Neil A.
Firmin, David A.
Fladerman, Maurice
Flaks, Stanley R.
Flax, Morton L.
Flossic, Bruce M.
Forman, Hal S.
Frank, Jeffrey
Freedman, Mark A.
Fried, Norman S.
Fried, Ronald F.
Friedman, Benjamin F.
Furth, William E.
Gart, Morton L.
Geher, Thomas M.
Gelman, Sanford C.
Gerber, Thomas
Gerstein, Donald Keith
Ginsberg, Frederick L.
Ginsberg, Jerome
Ginsborg, Irwin
Glicken, Howard R.
Golbert, John P.
Gold, Eric J.
Gold, Frank J.
Goldman, Robert J.
Goldstein, Arnold
Goldstein, Ivan L.
Goldstein, Max T.
Goodfried, Donald I.
Goodman, Paul D.
Gordon, Kenneth D.
Gore, Lawrence S.
Gorshow, Melvin D.
Gotfred, David
Grand, Bernard D.
Greene, Martin D.
Griggs, John Van
Gvirtzman, Joe
Hailpern, David

–
–
–
–
–
–
1988
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1981
–
–
1977
–
–
–
–
–
1980
–
–
–
–
–
–
1980
1980
–
–
–
–
1978
1978
–
–

Hailpern, Solomon
Hasty, Kelly D.
Heiss, John Alexander
Heller, Stuart
Herald, Evan L.
Hewman, Arnold
Hilvitz, Andrew M.
Hochman, Matthew D.
Hoffman, Andrew
Hoffman, Morton
Hornstein, Martin L.
Huckaby, Tyler S
Idleberg, Morey
Isaacman, Edward A.
Jacobs, Benjamin
Jacobs, John R.
Jacobus, Jarret J
Jurgens, Todd Melvin
Kaplan, Richard Mark
Karkus, Neil F.
Katchen, Herschel
Katz, Sidney P.
Kaufman, Lawrence N.
Keinon, Irwin J.
Keller, Samuel
Kemper, Bernard
Kerry, Leon M.
Kessel, Marc Lewis
Kester, Dennis J.
Khogheer, Ahmed Y
Kirk, Brian E
Kirkpatrick, Terrance L.
Klein, Michael J.
Kleiner, Marvin H.
Koshar, David C.
Kunin, Mark H.
Lande, Harold W.
Lebovitz, Joel A
Levin, Harvey F.
Levine, Irvin D.
Levy, Paul J
Lewitt, James L.
Lieberman, Tom K.
Liebowitz, Aaron P.
Lifshutz, Harold A.

–
1988
1977
–
1988
–
–
1987
–
–
–
2007
–
–
–
–
2007
1977
1977
–
–
–
1979
–
–
–
–
1987
1987
2006
2007
1980
–
–
–
1980
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Lost Brother

Year Initiated

Lost Brother

Year Initiated

Lisberg, David H.
Litvak, John
Love, Haiwan Terrel
Luper, Jerry
Lutz, Irving
MacAdams, Michael J.
Makowski Jr., Leonard
Mandel, Ben
Mann, Howard S.
Maslin, Herbert L.
Matthies, Roy
McCormick, Terry Lee
Miller, Louis R
Miller, Robert O.
Miller, Stanley H.
Minsky, Jayson A.
Mitgang, Henry
Morris, Albert P.
Morris, Stanley A.
Morton, Peter
Mosko, Arnold Z.
Moss, Eric J.
Mozer, Louis
Muskat, Mark L.
Nashelsky, Gunter
Nataf, Andre A.
Nathan, Gregg P.
Nathan, Thomas L.
Neis, Robert C.
Newman, Arnold S
Newman Esq., Michael R.
Odachonski, Joseph M.
Otto, Bradley F.
Page Jr., Richard L.
Pakula, Jerry B.
Pepper, Albert Y
Pepper, Dean I.
Pepper, Marvin M.
Perrye, Jeffrey H.
Pesner, David I.
Piland, Craig A.
Pomeranz, Theodore R.
Ratto, Robert H
Reich, Lance D.
Resnick, Michael L.
Richman, Carl

–
–
2006
–
–
1988
1979
–
–
–
1987
1978
–
1988
–
1988
–
–
–
–
–
1980
–
–
–
1982
1981
–
1981
–
–
–
1977
–
–
–
–
–
1982
–
1980
–
2005
1988
–
–

Richman, Marvin M.
Robitaille, Norton
Romer, Victor
Rosen, Abe
Rosen, Harold F.
Rosen, Harvey E.
Rosen, Simon J.
Rosenberg, Richard
Rosenthal, James A.
Rothstein, Jerome M.
Rottman, Robert B.
Rudd, David
Rudd, Sam
Rudolph, Robert
Ryan, Kevin J.
Ryzewic, Alex R
Sachs, Leonard
Samuelson, William
Sanders, Lawrence
Satovsky, Joel H.
Schoenfeld, Michael A
Schwartz, Joseph
Segura, David Anthony
Shannon, Michael
Shapiro, Lee J.
Shefrin, William S.
Sheftel, Edward
Sherer, Jeff
Sherman, Marc
Shipman, Robert
Shockner, Manfred
Siegel, Larry
Siegel, Paul T.
Siegelman, Robert
Silfen, Richard A.
Silver, Hyman G.
Silverman, John I.
Simmons Jr., Warren Lewis
Simon, Daniel J.
Smith, Stephen A.
Snyder, Norton I.
Soffer, Robert
Soloway, Michael
Sorkin, Fred S.
Spielman, Steven I.
Stahl, Charles Stanley

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1987
2006
–
–
–
1987
2010
–
1987
1981
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1987
–
1980
–
1978
1977
–
–
–
–
–
–
1979
–
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Lost Brother

Year Initiated

Delivery has failed to these email recipients:

Stark, Alexander A.
Stark, Stephen Shane
Stein, Michael E.
Steinberg, Dennis A.
Steinberg, Edward H.
Stern, Steven
Stone, Peter G
Strear, Leonard
Szyliowicz, Joseph S.
Thomas, Gerald Lee
Toltz, Warren Mitchell
Traub, Lawrence M.
Tselolikhin, Dmitry
Van Dusen, Adam W
Virene, Richard J.
Vogel, Brock R.
Waldman, Samuel
Wandel, Arden O.
Weiner, Richard S
Weiner, Richard S.
Weinstein, Robert S.
Wells, Steven M.
Werber, Shirl
Wikler, Edward M.
Witkin, Bernie T.
Wolfson, Andrew S.
Woo, Robert Cecil
Yardis, Mark E.
Zall, Edward R.
Zamelsky, Barry D.
Zarowitz, Lonny P.
Zelinkoff, Ronald E.
Zenner, Leopold I
Ziering, William H.
Zitsman, James A.
Zoghlin, Dale A.

–
1980
–
–
–
–
–
–
1977
–
1987
2005
2008
1988
1987
–
–
–
–
–
1981
–
–
–
–
1977
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1978
1981

bschulman1@verizon.net
pshimomoto@chctlaw.com
peterwood@tidland.com
jthompson@bw-legal.com
davidbviders@hotmail.com
awitheiler@tx.rr.com
harold.lauber@rbc.com
shelfree@att.net
max.halpert@du.edu
richardfurth@netscape.com
emerino@du.edu
alex.payne@du.edu
gbasaric@du.edu
wborkan@du.edu
jhauser@holderness.org
davidbviders@hotmail.com
awitheiler@tx.rr.com
bedohs@triad.rr.com
kstratin@du.edu
Ehroades1@gmail.com
edwardporges@comcast.net
amorokoff@aol.com
benmcallister10@charter.net
r_hoffman@ml.com
jakehujar24@aol.com
mculadoug@optonline.net

OF

DENVER

If you recognize any of the above emails, please let
them know to update their email with DU and ZBT.
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